
First Live EC Meeting
7-9th May 2021, Belgrade/online

Present: Salih, Gio, Selma, Nijat, Masha, Niki, Katya and Lucy onlineModeration: NikiMinutes: Ivana and Elena

1. Personal intro and expectations from the meeting
EC and Office share with each other who they are, how and why did they joined the Greenmovement, what are they doing at the moment, what are their other occupations apart fromCDN and their expectations from the meeting.
2. CDN (mission, strategy, structures)
Office introduces EC with the basics of what CDN represents. EC is asked to actively engage inlisting all the structures and their main roles.
3. EC and Secretariat responsibilities
Office clarifies how the Office itself is structured, so EC has a clearer overview of what theOffice does. The path to having four Office members was also explained. Furthermore, ECresponsibilities are explained.
Additionally, working groups were discussed as structures and EC was explained their andoffice roles within working groups.
4. MOs/POs/OOs
CDN currently counts 14 Member Organisations, 6 Partner Organisations and 1 ObserverOrganisation. Office and Giorgi explain difference between three categories as well as theconnection, roles and benefits for both CDN and its MOs, POs and OO.
Additionally, the Office answers the questions related to including people from countries wherewe don't have MOs (WGs, Study Visits), why is it important to focus on Eastern Europeancountries and how do we deal with the expulsion of MOs.
Each MO, PO and one OO are introduced in detail, focusing on important and usefulinformation, the communication CDN has with them and most recent updates.



4.1 EC members as MO/PO contact person
Office explains EC's role as MO/PO contact person.
The suggestion from the previous EC is to gather regional MOs every 2 months for an onlinecatch up meeting. Previously, EC would meet with MOs individually every 3 months. Theproposed change in the meeting format is meant to enhance connection between regional MOs.
5. WGs
Currently CDN has 4 Working Groups: Gender, Alternative Urbanisation, digital [x] and RUMB.WG work independently but CDN offers support. Each Working Group was introduced in detail.
5.1 EC members as WG contact person
Office explains that similar to being a contact person for MOs, EC's role as WG contact personis following the work and be a contact point between the WG and the EC.
6. Activity Plan 2021
Instead of the activity plan simply being presented to EC by the Office, EC engaged in aguessing game of all the activities planned using the Flinga board.
Each activity was later on presented in full detail, expressing concerns about possible planchanges due to pandemic.
6.1 EC as prep team members and participants
The Office explained EC's responsibilities when they're in the role of a prep team member andalso when they're in a role of a participant. Possible frustrations that could happen have alsobeen tackled along with how to deal with them. The fact that EC is setting the example isunderlined.
Additionally, the importance of networking and communication with MOs, POs and others at theevent has been flagged up.
7. Funders and partners
Office introduces EC with CDNs funding scheme along with funders and partners - who they areand type of grants/funding they give to CDN.
EC’s questions regarding donations are also discussed.
7.1 EC at partners events
Office explains EC’s role and responsibilities at partners’ events along with internal reportwriting at the end.
8. Treasurer and Safe Space Person
Office presents in detail the roles and responsibilities of the Treasurer and the newly adoptedrole of the Safe Space Person.



9. Division of responsibilities
EC discusses and decides which roles each of them will take during their mandate. Officeshares their previous experience and suggestions on how it can be done.
Decisions:
Member Organisations:
Balkans - Selma and SalihZeleni Prozor - SelmaMODOM - SalihRevolt - SelmaSerbian Green Youth - SelmaAlbanian Young Greens - Salih
RUMB - Lucy and KatyaGutta Club - LucyGreen Youth of Ukraine - KatyaBelarus Young Greens - KatyaPotential partners from Russia - Lucy
Caucasus - Nijat and GiorgiFrontline Youth Network - GiorgiGeorgian Young Greens - NijatMIL Network - GiorgiYoung Greens of Turkey - NijatSAEM - Giorgi
Partner Organisations:
Selma and GiorgiHungarian Young Greens - SelmaSMS - GiorgiProtests - GiorgiPolish Young Greens - SelmaGerman Young Greens - SelmaCyprus Young Greens - Giorgi
Observer Organisation:Swedish Young Greens - Selma
FYEG co-contact persons:Salih and Giorgi
Working Groups:Gender - NijatAlterUrb - LucyDigital [X] - SalihRUMB - Katya



Discussion group:Ancestral medicine - Selma
Co-treasurers: Salih and Lucy
Safe space person: Nijat
Activity Plan Decisions:
“Cities for all” - HOW? - Selma, Lucy (as consultative)
Local Actions - Selma, Lucy (as consultative)
RUMB Regional Meeting - Katya, Lucy (as consultative)
Cross-Regional Meeting BRAT - Nijat, Salih and Lucy (as consultatives)
Cross-Regional Meeting for Youth Wings of Political Parties GUMA - Giorgi, Katya and Selma(as consultatives)
Study Session in European Youth Center “Work that Works for ALL” - Salih
Electionvisions - Katya, Salih
Communication Strategy Team - Lucy, Katya, Giorgi, Nijat, Ivana and Elena
MO direct support - depending on which MO apply - EC contact persons will provide supportand be in communication
Some EC members flagged up the need for CDNs social media strategy but the officesuggested it should not be the priority comparing to starting the preparation of activities thathave set dates. Agreement is that Coomunication Strategy Team sets its timeline of work.
10. How do we work as a team, what do we make out of this year?
10.1 Biweekly online EC meetings, mailing list, Telegram chatThe office explains the details for biweekly online EC meetings - their structure, EC rolesregarding preparation of agenda, moderation and minutes taking.
Additionally, it is stated that the mailing list is apart from the live and online meetings a validspace for decision making. Mailing list is used for official/important information while Telegramchat is being used for reminders and informal communication.
Biweekly EC Meetings Dates Decision:Wednesdays at 7 pm CEST
10.2 Co-working questionnaire
In this session, both office and EC had a round of sharing the answers for the co-workingquestionnaire in order for us to learn how to best work with each other.
10.3 EC’s individual plans for the year



EC shared the aspirations they have for their mandate, individual tasks for themselves apartfrom those already discussed. These individual plans will be reassessed throughout the year onthe live EC meetings.
10.4 Very first decision on PT of training “Cities for All - how?!”
Decision on the prep team:
Maja Klimentic (Bosnia)Lusine Kosakyan (Armenia)Edna Sadikovic (Bosnia)
Masha + Selma
Additionally, there is a decision left to be made for one more prep team member.
11. Social media and visibility
11.1 Social media strategy
CDN has an overall social media strategy document. During the live ECM, the social mediastrategy was discussed.
Office and Project Assistants are working on social media, mailing lists, and informal chats.
11.2 EC and posting on social media
EC has editing rights on social media as well. There is mutual communication between EC andOffice regarding posting. Recommendation from the previous EC is for EC to promote MOsevents they're visiting.
Additionally, EC’s communication responsibilities with MOs were brought up and discussed.
12. Technicalities but not really technicalities
Office introduced EC with platforms CDN uses for internal work: SOGo, NextCloud andThunderbird email client.
12.1 Setting up email signatures
The office will forward a video tutorial to the EC with a detailed explanation on how to set up anemail signature.
12.2 NextCloud and all that it offers
In this session, Office introduced NextCloud and its options to EC through screen-sharing.
13. Evaluation of the meeting
EC and office reflect on their expectations of the meeting, whether they were met and howsatisfied everyone is with the results, division of responsibilities and atmosphere in the team atthe end of the meeting.


